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DNA-encoded libraries (DEL)-based discovery platforms have re-
cently been widely adopted in the pharmaceutical industry, mainly
due to their powerful diversity and incredible number of mole-
cules. In the two decades since their disclosure, great strides have
been made to expand the toolbox of reaction modes that are com-
patible with the idiosyncratic aqueous, dilute, and DNA-sensitive
parameters of this system. However, construction of highly impor-
tant C(sp3)−C(sp3) linkages on DNA through cross-coupling remains
unexplored. In this article, we describe a systematic approach to
translating standard organic reactions to a DEL setting through
the tactical combination of kinetic analysis and empirical screening
with information captured from data mining. To exemplify this
model, implementation of the Giese addition to forge high value
C–C bonds on DNA was studied, which represents a radical-based
synthesis in DEL.

DNA-encoded libraries | combinatorial chemistry | radical reactions |
organic synthesis | kinetic analysis

Brenner and Lerner’s (1) now landmark 1992 PNAS disclosure
provided the intellectual blueprint and proof of concept (2–

4) for a new type of combinatorial chemistry that could be
encoded by DNA, setting the stage for the synthesis of DNA-
encoded libraries (DEL). This prescient report foresaw the
benefits of combining the powerful diversity enabled by chemical
synthesis with the errorless labeling and amplification of genetic
techniques (5–9). In this way, libraries of incredible size (up
to >109 members) could be procured and screened at once
(rather than one by one in traditional combinatorial chemistry)
with the ultimate vision of democratizing the practice of me-
dicinal chemistry (10–15). The vision and principles outlined
therein are only recently being realized with advances in analysis
and chemoselective synthesis, setting the stage for the wide-
spread adoption of DEL-based discovery platforms in the
pharmaceutical arena (16–20). DNA-compatible synthesis pro-
vides exciting challenges (21–23), particularly as most traditional
techniques are not amenable to the idiosyncratic requirements of
such systems (24, 25). As outlined in Fig. 1A, the rules associated
with routine organic synthesis must be rewritten when tran-
sitioning to a DEL. For example, the limitations of DNA solu-
bility require several orders of magnitude difference in both the
concentrations of reaction components (ca. 0.1 M vs. 0.001 M)
and water content (parts per million vs. 20+% vol) of the sol-
vents employed. For the purposes of a standard medicinal
chemistry program, as little as 5% yield might be acceptable to
obtain a biological readout, whereas each DEL-based step must
proceed in at least 40% yield, as purification in between steps is
not an option due to mixed millions of compounds employed in
the latter regime. In a similar vein to radiochemistry, the concept
of atom economy in DEL is not applicable, as the library, usually
prepared from less than 100 μmol of DNA (26), can be used
multiple times solely for discovery purposes, and thus the only
important consideration is to maximize the yield. The final, and

perhaps most challenging constraint, is the reaction conditions
do not damage the functional group-rich DNA-based barcode
because such an event would undermine the value of the entire
library. As such, conventional wisdom teaches that the pH range
must reside between 4 and 14, the temperature should not ex-
ceed 90 °C (27), and strong oxidants and radical chemistry (24,
28) should be avoided. Thus, DEL-based synthesis represents a
perfect storm of requirements that has, to date, prevented the
vast majority of organic transformations from being enlisted.
In an effort to expand the diversity of available reactions for

use in DEL, methods were sought to forge C–C bonds with en-
hanced 3D shape through a cross-coupling strategy (29) (Fig.
1B). Historically, amide bond formation (the very first DEL-
based reaction) (2–4) and reductive amination have been the
workhorse reactions for C–N bond formation in DEL (10, 30–
32). In contrast, C–C bond formation is relatively less employed,
with the most popular reactivity modes disclosed involving two-
electron processes such as arene–arene Suzuki coupling (33),
olefin metathesis (34), aldol condensation (35), and cycloaddi-
tion (36). Conjugate addition, one of the most oft-employed
transformations in organic synthesis (37, 38), is notably absent
from this list (39, 40). In principle, such a reaction would provide
an orthogonal set of diverse C(sp3)–C(sp3) linkages from simple
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building blocks. In its traditional manifestation, this two-electron
process requires a metallated organic fragment and is thus com-
pletely incompatible with DEL. [A few exceptions for cross-cou-
pling reactions using anionic pre-formed organometallic reagents
have been reported, although at considerably higher concentra-
tions than those required for DEL synthesis (for example, see refs.
41 and 42).] In contrast, the conjugate addition of one-electron
species in a Giese-type union under aqueous conditions is known
using genotoxic alkyl halide reagents as coupling partners (43–46).
Recent studies have demonstrated that the same disconnection can
be accomplished through a tactically different one-electron strat-
egy using ubiquitous carboxylic acids (47–49) as latent nucleophiles
with Michael acceptors (50–52). This potentially powerful discon-
nection was explored, despite the known sensitivity of DNA to
radicals (24, 28), in the hopes that a judicious choice of reaction
conditions could solve this issue. Unfortunately, and not sur-
prisingly, initial studies to adapt this transformation to DEL-like
conditions failed, with complete inhibition by the highly dilute
aqueous conditions (Fig. 1C). Rather than discarding the ap-
proach, a mechanistic analysis was pursued to understand the
driving forces and underlying causes of this setback. In this re-
port, a straightforward kinetically guided paradigm is presented
for the rapid interrogation and translation of organic reactions
to DEL compatibility leading to a radical-based reaction for
DNA-based synthesis programs.
The demonstrated incompatibility of the decarboxylative

Giese reaction to mock-DEL conditions represented an oppor-
tunity to develop a mechanistically guided approach for ren-
dering organic reactions amenable to the challenges outlined

above (Fig. 1A). The goal was to develop a stepwise systematic
protocol that could, in principle, be generalized to a variety of
organic reactions as illustrated in Fig. 2A. This process proceeds
through simple sequential steps and can result in both the suc-
cessful transition to DEL-like conditions and an enhanced un-
derstanding of the canonical organic reaction. Step 1 involves
prioritizing reactions for study that do not have extreme air or
moisture sensitivity. In Step 2, the protocols of Reaction Progress
Kinetic Analysis (RPKA) (53–55) are applied under the parent
organic conditions to determine concentration driving forces. The
data obtained in this analysis then help guide the selection of
initial conditions to identify a suitable DEL-compatible protocol
for reactants and reagents, particularly as they relate to the ex-
tremely dilute conditions. In Step 3, an empirical evaluation of
solvents, additives, and temperatures can take place wherein the
progress of all reactions is monitored over time. The temporal
data obtained are extremely valuable when graphically visualized,
to help uncover hidden patterns and trends that may lead to im-
proved conversion to product as well as provide mechanistic in-
sight. Guided by this data-mining procedure, starting conditions
are chosen in Step 4 for an iterative evaluation of compatibility
with DNA. Success in Step 4 leads to an evaluation of the scope in
Step 5 as a prelude to transitioning to a DEL platform in Step 6.
This process as applied to the Giese reaction is outlined in Fig. 2

B–D. RPKA analysis shows that the reaction rate depends on
neither the redox active ester (RAE) nor acrylate substrate con-
centrations under organic conditions. In addition, increasing the
concentration of the Ni did not increase the rate. The sole variables
affecting rate were the concentration of LiCl and the quantity of
Zn powder. These findings suggest that the reaction may involve a
step that depends on the available surface area of Zn, and the Li
salt may act as an electrolyte to facilitate electron transfer through
the organic medium. The unusual zero-order behavior in substrate
concentrations (under conditions where it has been established that
mass transfer limitations have been minimized; see SI Appendix)
suggests a radical process that, once initiated, propagates the re-
action without depending on the concentration of reaction com-
ponents, or a heterogeneous reaction that proceeds on a surface
fully occupied by substrates. Hence, the kinetic analysis suggests
that the Giese reaction is amenable to DEL conditions. In general,
a reaction that exhibits zero or low positive-order kinetics in re-
actants has the potential for being scaled to dilute concentrations
without adversely affecting the rate.
Following these experiments, we began to screen reactions to

evaluate the role of different components under the dilute
aqueous conditions required for preparing DNA encoded li-
braries using a high LiCl concentration and a large surface area
of Zn, the reagents that exhibited positive driving forces under
organic conditions. We screened a range of variables, including
reactant and catalyst concentrations, different metal powders,
buffers, surfactants, and solvent ratios (SI Appendix). We ob-
served that the RAE substrate is rapidly consumed, even in re-
actions that gave low yield to the desired reaction product. In
addition, some reactions proceeded much slower than others in
terms of both RAE consumption and desired product yield.
These observations indicate that a simple measurement of final
yield at a given reaction time does not capture all of the critical
information about reaction pathways in this system. To extract
information to optimize desired product formation, we com-
bined the voluminous data from all time course screening ex-
periments into a single selectivity chart that helps to collate and
standardize the data by correlating RAE consumption with de-
sired product formation at each given point in time under each
set of conditions, as shown in Fig. 2C. Thus, the dashed diagonal
line represents a reaction where all of the limiting substrate is
converted to desired product, i.e., an “ideal” reaction. Plotting
the data in this way allowed us to remove reaction time as a
variable and rapidly elucidate the relationships between a range

A

B

C

Fig. 1. DEL presents new challenges for traditional organic transformation.
(A) DEL: challenges for traditional organic cross-coupling. (B) Case study: C
(sp3)-rich architecture synthesis in DEL. (C) Initial investigations and optimi-
zation: DEL-like conditions for Giese reaction.
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of parameters to optimize conditions for highest yield of desired
product. Manipulating the data in this way allows us to visualize
clusters of optimal reaction conditions. For example, the high-
yielding trends shown in the green swath pinpointed higher Zn
concentrations, and, in particular, the use of nanozinc to increase
yield. Following this analysis, we returned to the original time
course data for selected points in Fig. 2C to decode the trends in

the selectivity analysis plot and identify the factors of importance
for achieving high yields of the desired product, as well as to
extract rates and mechanistic information using RPKA meth-
odology. For example, Fig. 2D highlights results for rate and
yield of both desired and undesired products obtained from se-
lected reaction conditions in Fig. 2C. The bar diagrams indicate
that the absence of LiCl reduces the rate of reaction whereas the

A

C

E F

D

B

Fig. 2. Translating standard organic reactions to a DEL setting through the tactical combination of RPKA and empirical screening. (A) Transforming organic
conditions to DEL-like conditions. (B) Kinetic driving force: parent organic conditions. (C) Selectivity analysis of temporal data: DEL-like conditions. (D) In-
formation capture: DEL-like conditions. (E) Identifying highest yield: DEL-like conditions. (F) Proposed mechanism: DEL-like conditions.

E6406 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1806900115 Wang et al.
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selectivity remains unaltered, consistent with this component
acting as an electrolyte in the system. Furthermore, the rate of
product formation remains the same in both the absence and
presence of nickel, whereas selectivity suffers significantly in the
former case. In analogy with the parent organic conditions, the
surface area of Zn is a driving force under DEL conditions, as
indicated by the higher rates using either a higher amount of Zn
with the same particle size or the same amount of higher surface
area Zn nanoparticles. Gratifyingly, the use of the latter form of
Zn increased the rate of product formation without affecting by-
product formation, resulting in the highest yields of desired
product observed in the screening. The translatability of the ki-
netic trends for the parent organic conditions to DEL conditions
indicates that the same mechanism is operating and further sug-
gests that conclusions drawn from reactions using DEL conditions
off-DNA will likely be applicable to their on-DNA counterparts.
From the data in Fig. 2C, trends for achieving high yields can

be highlighted. Key findings (see SI Appendix for complete dis-
cussion) are summarized in Fig. 2E and include (i) more Zn and
the use of MOPS buffer (Entry 2 vs. Entry 1), (ii) addition of

surfactant (Entry 3 vs. Entry 2), (iii) increased acrylate concen-
tration (Entry 4 vs. Entry 3), and (iv) use of zinc with a greater
surface area (Entry 5 vs. Entry 4). Finally, the conditions derived
from Entry 5 could be performed in the presence of DNA with no
effect on yield and minimal degradation of the DNA (Entry 6).
The combined kinetic data under DEL-like conditions and

literature precedence (for alkyl radical generated from
N-hydroxyphthalimide esters via single electron-transfer, see, for
example, refs, 56 and 57) allow the proposal of the productive
reaction mechanism (Fig. 2F). The RAE is reduced via electron
transfer from Zn, resulting in the formation of a radical anion
that fragments into a carbon-centered radical that reacts with
the acrylate in a Giese-type 1,4-addition. Thus, the protocol out-
lined in Fig. 2 provides a recipe for identifying, applying, and un-
derstanding reactions that are potentially useful for a DEL
synthesis. This sets the stage for the two final steps, namely,
evaluating the scope of DEL-like conditions and actual application
to synthesis on DNA.
With a viable set of DEL-like conditions in hand, the Giese

coupling was evaluated with the goal of broadening the scope to
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B   RAE/acids

• 50 examples
• 1mM concentration
• > 20% water
• 1°, 2° and 3° alkyl RAE
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Fig. 3. Substrate scope utilizing DEL-like conditions. (A) Michael acceptors. (B) RAE/acids. (C) Phenyl isosteres. (D) Amino acids. See SI Appendix for exper-
imental details. Dagger (†) denotes that zinc nanopowder was used. Double dagger (‡) denotes that RAE was generated in situ.
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include medicinally attractive C(sp3) architectures and versatile
functionality for use in subsequent diversification. For simplicity,
the majority of reactions were conducted with standard zinc
powder, although nanozinc was uniformly demonstrated to give
higher yields. The optimized protocol was applied to over
50 substrates (Fig. 3 A–D), only 7 of which have been reported
before under standard organic conditions. The scope of Michael
acceptors (Fig. 3A) was probed first; to this end, acrylates (12,
16), acrylamides (17), vinyl ketones (13), acrylonitriles (14), and
vinyl sulfones (15) were all found to be competent radical ac-
ceptors. Both α-substituted (18–24) and β-substituted (26, 27)
acceptors could be employed in this protocol, providing the
Giese products in excellent yields. Reactive functional groups
such as aldehydes (18) and acids (19, 20) were tolerated in
this coupling, allowing them to serve as handles for a variety of
DEL-compatible downstream functionalizations (e.g., reductive
amination or amide-bond formation, respectively). Moreover,
acrylates with a CH2SO2Tol in the α-position underwent elimi-
nation following radical addition (58), leading to another Mi-
chael acceptor moiety (25) and making the process amenable for
iterative multicycle C–C bond forming Giese in a DEL context.
As DEL logic features the tandem preparation of multiple

compounds in a single flask without recourse to conventional
purification techniques, a broad scope with respect to RAE and
compatibility with different functionality is therefore of paramount
importance. Thus, a diverse selection of carboxylic acids curated
from the Pfizer inventory were identified and examined under the
DEL-like conditions. Toward that end, a broad range of C(sp3)–C
(sp3) linked products from 33 unique alkyl carboxylic acids or their
redox-active ester derivatives were prepared. Primary (42–44, 48,
60), secondary (35, 36, 39, 41, 49–58), and tertiary (28–34, 37, 38,
40, 45–47, 59) carboxylic acids were all amenable to coupling.
Dehydroalanine as an olefin partner delivered a variety of exotic

unnatural amino acids (28–34, 37, 38, 41, 43–48, 60). Sensitive
functional groups that are potentially intolerant of reductive con-
ditions or nonphysiological pH, such as alkyl enol ethers (33),
halides (chloride in 40, bromide in 35, iodide in 36), Fmoc pro-
tecting groups (42, 49–55, 58), thioethers (53), olefins (42), benzyl
esters (32), and epoxides (44), were found to remain intact.
Cubanes (59), propellanes (60, 61), and [2,2,2]-bicyclooctanes

(62) of various substitution patterns have been shown to be im-
portant phenyl bioisosteres in medicinal chemistry; however, their
broad incorporation into DEL platforms is hindered by a lack of C−C
bond forming methods. Fig. 3C demonstrates that decarbox-
ylative coupling at the uniquely bridged carbon of these medici-
nally popular scaffolds provided a straightforward method to
incorporate the aforementioned moieties (45–47). Both β- (34, 37)
and α- (free OH, 38; O, 39, 40; F, 41; N, 48–59) heteroatoms
substituted acids were converted to coupling products smoothly.
Amino acids play an important role in DEL-based drug discovery;

the acid moiety was often employed as a workhorse for amide cou-
pling (2–4, 10, 30–32). To complement this strategy, the decarbox-
ylative Giese reaction utilizes the same feedstock for access to C(sp3)-
rich architecture. Thirteen coupling products (48–60) were successfully
synthesized from 11 different amino acids with excellent yields,
testifying to the modularity of the approach. As noted above, sev-
eral substrates (31, 33, 36, 43, 56) provided superior yields with zinc
nanopowder. A one-pot protocol that involves in situ RAE for-
mation was also developed, taking advantage of a new activation
reagent hexafluorophosphate N-hydroxyphthalimide tetramethy-
luronium (HITU, 11) which was prepared on kilogram scale in
collaboration with Asymchem (SI Appendix).
With a deeper understanding of the driving force and scope of

this transformation, the reaction was finally transitioned to a
DEL format as depicted in Fig. 4. The mechanistic data from
Fig. 2 guided the selection of either a DNA-bound acrylate (with
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Fig. 4. From DEL-like conditions to Giese reaction on DNA-bound molecule. (A) Michael acceptor as limiting reagent. (B) Giese reaction on DNA.
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excess acid) or a DNA-bound carboxylic acid (with excess
acrylate) starting point. From a practical vantage point, we envi-
sioned that capping the Michael acceptors on DNA could be
advantageous in providing an additional tool for C(sp3)–C(sp3)
coupling. The zero-order dependence on both [RAE] and
[acrylate] suggested that both scenarios were viable. Indeed, Fig. 4A
shows that not only could the acrylate be employed as a limiting
reagent, but its use obviated the need for adding Ni, a conclusion
rationalized by our kinetic analysis of Fig. 2C. Since RAE is
utilized in excess in such a scenario, RAE-based by-product
formation would not affect the desired product yield (based on
limiting acrylate) or the purity of a DNA-bound substrate. By
analogy to solid-phase organic synthesis (63), DEL-based syn-
thesis confers a similar advantage in being able to simply wash
away by-products formed as a result of side reactions from excess
components. Subsequent optimization of additives and solvents
led to a 74% yield of adduct 62. The optimal condition using
limited Michael acceptor was demonstrated on several substrates
(Fig. 4A, 31, 46, 60) and obtained comparable yield (vide supra).
The realization of true DEL compatibility is depicted in Fig. 4B

and commenced from an amine bound to a 14-base DNA headpiece
(5′-5Phos/GAGTCA/iSp9/iUniAmM/iSp9/TGACTCCC-3′, com-
mercial from LGC Biosearch Technologies) followed by acylation
with an appropriate acid bearing an acrylate motif. Pleasingly, the
conditions delineated above, after slightly tweaking the solvent
and buffer (SI Appendix), translated well to a DEL-based setting,
furnishing a diverse array of adducts (63–84). Notably, amino-
containing, alkyl carboxylic acids (63, 64, 68–72, 74, 75, 78, 82–
84), and even a dipeptide (79) could be employed. Highly hindered
C(sp3)−C(sp3) linkages (65–67, 73, 76, 77, 80, 81) could also be
constructed which represents a unique example of forging qua-
ternary systems on DNA through cross-coupling. Thus, the DEL
toolbox has now been expanded to include access to a broad va-
riety of C(sp3)-rich architectures.

Conclusion
In the original manifestation of DEL-based diversity synthesis,
amide bond formation was the only known compatible reaction
that could be employed. In the past two decades, great strides
have been made to expand the toolbox of reaction modes that
are compatible with the idiosyncratic aqueous, dilute, and DNA-

sensitive parameters of this system. This work describes a sys-
tematic approach to translating standard organic reactions to a
DEL setting through the tactical combination of kinetic analysis
and empirical screening with information captured from data
mining. To exemplify this model, a direct cross-coupling to forge
high-value C–C bonds was studied, a transformation targeted to
access scaffolds of intense interest in medicinal chemistry.
From a mechanistic standpoint, there are several general lessons

gained from this study. First, when transitioning from organic to
DEL-based synthesis, chemists should consider absolute concentra-
tions rather than simply the number of equivalents in evaluating
reaction driving forces. Secondly, temporal kinetic analysis can be a
valuable modality for rapid assessment of factors leading to higher
yield. Finally, a careful reactivity analysis of the coupling partners can
lead to a judicious selection of the optimal DNA-bound substrate.
The DEL-based one-electron cross-coupling enabled herein is

notable due to the current dogma that DNA is not compatible
with the presence of pathways involving radical intermediates.
Thus, in addition to diverse pathways incorporating pericyclic,
carbonyl-based, and two-electron cross-coupling paradigms, radical-
based reactions should also be considered in the planning stages
and design of DELs.

Materials and Methods
All reagents and DNA headpiece were commercially available and used as
supplied without further purification. The details of the materials, methods
including synthesis and characterization of compounds, kinetic data analysis,
reaction optimizations, and reactions on DNA are described in SI Appendix.
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